Studies of economic adjustment and political liberalization often assume that economic crises promote political unrest. Increased popular discontent over declining standards of living may make it easier for political opponents to mobilize popular discontent and press political demands. Economic reforms also create new winners and losers among political elites. New coalitions of political opponents can form, mobilizing popular frustration to demand political change. Consequently, scholars and policymakers assume that economic crises increase the likelihood of political instability and institutional reform.  

Morocco and Jordan challenge this assumption. Since the early 1980s both experienced economic decline and increased discontent. In Jordan opponents responded as expected: they increasingly challenged the king. In Morocco, however, the opposition movements did not continue to mobilize the masses behind political reform. Indeed, opponents who had previously taken advantage of increased discontent to challenge the king became unwilling to continue, even as the masses became more frustrated.

How does the structure of government-opposition relationships affect when political elites use economic grievances to mobilize popular opposition? When incumbent elites have not created divisions between opposition groups, opposition elites are more likely to mobilize political unrest during economic crises. However, when incumbent elites have effectively divided political opposition into loyalist and radical camps, opponents are less likely to mobilize unrest as the crisis continues.

Morocco and Jordan are instructive cases. Both are monarchies, in which political power is centered in the palace. The king controls the distribution of resources and determines the political rules. He decides who may formally participate in politics and sets the boundaries within which they may do so. Monarchs are not alone in creating rules governing political participation; indeed, all incumbent elites manipulate their environments. However, monarchs manage regimes quite openly.

Both Morocco and Jordan also faced prolonged economic crises. Morocco's crisis began after 1975, as phosphate earnings declined and oil prices rose. Subsequently, it began implementing IMF structural adjustment programs. Real wages declined,
and unemployment rose throughout the 1980s. The economic crisis in Jordan began by 1983, when Jordan found itself subsidizing Iraq’s war against Iran. In 1988 internal debt increased 47.6 percent over the previous year, and in October Jordan accepted an IMF structural adjustment program. Real wages declined, and unemployment rates reached approximately 20 percent in 1992.

Conventional analyses do not explain the different patterns of political unrest in Morocco and Jordan. For instance, where crises are short-lived or minor, or reform policies are piecemeal, economic crises may create less popular discontent. However, in both Jordan and Morocco reforms have led to an increase in mass discontent. A more developed civil society may allow the opposition to sustain pressure on a regime. Yet Jordan has a weaker civil society than Morocco. Unions, an important part of the support for Moroccan opposition parties, may become less capable of mobilizing during economic crises. However, this argument explains why opponents become less capable of pressing demands, not why they become less willing to do so. There is strong evidence that Morocco’s opposition parties are capable of mobilizing the masses but unwilling to do so. Finally, Morocco’s opposition parties could simply be more satisfied with their political gains than their Jordanian counterparts. However, the parties’ demands and the level of state repression did not change significantly. According to conventional wisdom, once these states experienced unrest, their oppositions should have been expected to remain mobilized until they either obtained their political demands or were repressed. This expectation was not fulfilled.

Mobilization in Divided and Undivided Environments

The distinction between divided and undivided political environments helps explain why political opponents become less willing to mobilize, even though they can do so. Authoritarian elites determine which opponents may or may not participate in the formal political system. This variation yields three types of political environments. In the divided, exclusive political environment no political opponents are allowed to participate in the formal political sphere. In the undivided, inclusive environment all political opponents participate in the formal system. Finally, in the divided environment incumbents allow some political opponents to participate in the political system while excluding others.

The incentives facing different opposition groups when deciding whether or not to demand political change vary, depending on the groups’ types and the political environment. The inclusion of some elites and exclusion of others yield two types of groups: the loyalist and the illegal opposition. Groups can also be distinguished by their ideological demands as moderate or radical. Because incumbents pay lower costs to compromise with moderate groups, in the divided political environment included groups are moderate, and excluded groups are radical.

In divided political environments legal and illegal opponents have divergent interests. As part of their role in relieving popular dissatisfaction, loyalists are allowed to challenge the regime. Thus, loyalists’ mobilization costs are smaller than illegal opponents’ costs. However, in return for this privilege loyalists agree to help maintain the system; thus, they pay a high price if they destabilize it. In contrast, illegal opponents can capitalize on increasing discontent to mobilize popular unrest. They face higher costs for mobilizing popular protest than their loyalist counterparts. However, unlike loyalists, they are not penalized more for destabilizing the system. Thus, they pay smaller mobilization costs if they join an ongoing conflict than if they mobilize independently.

Consequently, divided and undivided political environments create different protest dynamics. In divided environments loyalists who previously mobilized popular movements may become unwilling to challenge incumbents when crises continue, even if their demands have not been met. Because loyalists have organizational structures and lower costs of mobilizing an independent protest, they are often able to exploit the early stages of crises to demand reforms. However, as crises continue, radicals gain strength and become more likely to join in demonstrations, even if they are unwilling to mobilize independently. Thus, to avoid the possibility that radicals exploit unrest to demand radical reforms, moderates choose not to mobilize. The very same elites who previously exploited economic discontent to demand political change now remain silent, while radicals who might take to the streets if the moderates mobilized are unwilling to do so alone. Thus, in a divided environment moderates who previously challenged incumbent elites may choose not to continue to do so when radical groups join, even if incumbents have not accommodated their demands.

In an undivided political environment opponents remain willing to mobilize as crises continue. Loyalists do not fear the inclusion of radicals in their unrest. As the probability of successfully opposing the government increases, the expected utility of conflict increases. With only one opposition group, once the opposition is willing to mobilize, it remains willing as long as its probability of success increases and its demands have not been met. Even when important divisions exist between opposition groups, opponents willing to challenge the regime will continue to do so as economic crises continue. Knowing that another opposition group will challenge does not decrease the willingness of the first to challenge the regime. Thus, as the probability of success increases in an undivided political environment, a moderate group that has previously challenged the government will continue to do so, regardless of the radicals’ strategy.

Economic Crises and Political Opposition

The different political environments of Jordan and Morocco explain the divergent dynamics of political unrest in the 1980s. This difference was not an inevitable out-

Thus, the monarchs created different political environments. In Morocco political party elites were sharply divided from groups left out of the political system. The palace controlled the loyalist opposition’s participation in the political arena and limited its demands. Loyalist opposition elites were required to accept the king’s supremacy and support Morocco’s bid for the Western Sahara. Within these constraints, however, they acted as the king’s “spokesmen of demands,” providing an important channel of communication between the masses and the palace and relieving popular frustrations. In return, they enjoyed government subsidies and privileged access to the palace. Illegal opposition, mainly religious-based societies, remained outside this system. Many questioned the legitimacy of the king and the political system, including the role of the included parties. Despite their potential for antiregime activity, however, King Hassan II allowed the growth of Islamic opposition in the early 1980s, attempting to counter his secular opponents. He thus fostered a divided political environment.

In contrast, King Husayn created an undivided political environment. He allowed the professional associations and the Muslim Brotherhood a limited political role and promoted divisions among opponents. Most notably, he promoted the Muslim Brotherhood to counter secular opponents and played upon divisions between Palestinian and Jordanian opposition elites to weaken the opposition. However, he did not separate opponents into loyalist and radical factions in the formal political system.

Challenge in the Divided Political Environment: Morocco

The divided political environment in Morocco helps to explain why loyalists became less willing to challenge King Hassan II as the crisis continued. The king created incentives for loyalists to refrain from promoting a conflict that excluded opponents could exploit. As radicals became stronger, loyalists became unwilling to mobilize protests to obtain political reforms.

Loyalists exploited the 1981 economic crisis to demand both economic and political changes. Although the government made economic concessions, it rejected political demands and refused to engage in dialogue with the opposition-led

Confédération Démocratique du Travail. Indeed, although it allowed the Union Maroc du Travail (UMT), Morocco’s progovernment union, to call a general strike, it prohibited the CDT from also striking. It hoped to defuse popular hostility, while containing the CDT.

The opposition nevertheless called a general strike on June 20. The CDT saw the crisis as an opportunity to force the government to make concessions. Held nationally on a Saturday, the strike challenged the regime’s ability to maintain control. An energized, angry populace supported “their strike,” and in Casablanca and Mohammedia unemployed youths rioted. The armed forces responded. By the end of June 22 there was a large number dead, thousands were arrested; and party newspapers were suspended. On June 23 the parliamentary opposition called for an inquiry into the government’s response.

The palace responded with economic concessions but also increased security. The king denounced the CDT for instigating the riots and divided Casablanca into five administrative districts to strengthen local control. As the 1983 elections approached, he also dangled the hope of future concessions if party leaders did not repeat the 1981 strikes.

Political contestation in the early 1980s remained primarily between the king and the parties. More radical opponents did not mobilize in concert with the strikes. Within a nonexplosive political environment, the opposition took advantage of the lower mobilization costs accompanying the economic crisis to demand reform, just as the conventional wisdom would predict.

However, as the crisis continued, more radical opponents gained popular support, while legal opponents appeared weak. Loyalists did not want to repeat their experience in the 1981 general strike. They also joined the government in preparation for new elections, with party leader ‘Abd al-Rahim Bu’abid appointed minister of state. This appointment put them in a difficult position. They wanted to mobilize against price increases, but they were afraid to sacrifice the chance for gains in the upcoming elections. Thus, they spoke against economic adjustment but did not mobilize a general strike.

Nevertheless, in January 1984 demonstrations shook the country. In response to increased prices and rumors of impending tuition increases, students took to the streets. With nearly one-half of its strength located around Casablanca, where the Islamic Summit Conference was convened, the security forces responded slowly. Demonstrations spread to approximately fifty cities and included a wide range of social groups. It took nearly three weeks for security forces to restore order. Hassan II then appeared on television, promising not to raise prices on staple goods, something only weeks earlier he had argued was inevitable. By January 23 all was quiet. Approximately one hundred persons were killed, and USFP party members were prosecuted, but the party did not react.
The 1984 riots were far more significant than the 1981 strikes. The demonstrations began without negotiations between the unions and the government. Indeed, although the parties' statements had fueled frustration, the parties did not call a strike. The 1984 rioting lacked a clearly defined leadership in officially recognized channels. This lack was evident in the speech from the throne on July 7. The king, waving a picture of Khomeini and tracts from the illegal opposition group Ila Amaan, blamed Communists, Marxists, Leninists, and Islamists for the unrest.24 With the costs of mobilization during the Islamic Conference low, social forces outside the official channels of power now challenged the government.

After 1984 both included opponents and the palace recognized that more radical, excluded groups could exploit public dissatisfaction to make demands that neither liked. Consequently, the king sought to strengthen the loyalists' political control. The loyalists, fearing both the high costs of repression and demands of the radicals, became less willing to challenge the palace.

Following the rioting, the king sought to strengthen his control. In a campaign to foster his religious legitimacy he appointed a new minister of Islamic affairs.25 In 1988 he also strengthened nonreligious associations in the larger cities to give individuals an alternative venue for political participation.26 Most important, the palace reinforced the role of the legal political parties. As Zartman noted:

After the 1981 and 1984 riots, the king required all candidates in the September 1984 elections to be members of a party. Henceforth, opposition was to be organized and organizations were to be responsible, thereby entrusting them in the government's job of control. With a common interest in avoiding anomic, government and union bargain over demands is support of the policy.27

Loyalists hoped the partnership would expand their power, but they were disappointed. During the 1984 elections the nationalist parties, including the Istiqlal party, lost parliamentary seats to the pro-monarchy Constitutional Union.28 The parties also suffered from internal weaknesses, in part due to internal debates over the extent to which they would benefit from cooperating with or challenging the king. By the late 1980s some party leaders argued that, unless they put pressure on the king, they would remain in an unacceptably stifling political situation. In 1989 the king asked the opposition parties to support postponement of the elections for two years to give time for the situation in the Western Sahara to improve. Although relations between the USFP and government were tense, the USFP eventually agreed.

However, when political and economic changes were not made by early 1990, CDT and USFP leaders began to rally for a general strike. By April 1990 the CDT called for a general strike, but other opposition parties refused to join.29 Consequently, the CDT postponed the strike. A stalemate lasted until December. Debates within the parties and discussions between the CDT and the UGTM led to a jointly sponsored strike on December 14, 1990. The government warned public ser-

vants against participating, and security was tightened in Casablanca and Rabat. Yet, while the large coastal cities remained under control, parts of Fez went up in flames.

The violence in Fez mirrored earlier riots. People from the shantytowns rioted; police responded fiercely; death and arrest counts were high; and in the end the government and the unions blamed each other for the devastation.30 The lesson for the palace was that it could no longer contain nationwide popular strikes. Unlike 1981, when the level of discontent may have surprised both sides, or 1984, when the government was caught offguard, the danger of the 1990 strike was understood. The palace had ample time to prepare, and both union and government officials expected it to remain under control.31 Nevertheless, even with advanced warning the palace failed to control all parts of Morocco at once.

The palace and loyalist opponents sought to avoid a confrontation that radical opponents might exploit. The king formalized social pact negotiations with the UMT, the UGTM, and the CDT and established advisory councils including opposition members (for example, the Conseil National de la Jeunesse et de l'Avenir, CNJA, headed by USFP leader Habib El Malki). It also allowed the opposition to protest against the Gulf War through a well-organized demonstration in Rabat, and in 1992 the king announced plans to revise the constitution.

The opposition parties tried to exploit this opening. They formed the Bloc, or Kafa, composed of the Istiqlal, USFP, Union Nationale des Forces Populaires (UNFP), Parti du Progres et du Socialisme (PPS), and Organisation de l'Action Democratique et Populaire (OADP). This bloc was intended to increase the opposition's bargaining power in the negotiations over constitutional revisions. By presenting a single candidate in each district, it also sought to win more seats. Coordination failed, however, and only the Istiqlal and USFP presented a joint slate.

The opposition's demands were not met. In campaigning for the upcoming elections, the parties continued to demand political reforms.32 Furthermore, while direct elections were a success for the opposition parties, indirect elections were disappointing. After the USFP, OADP, PPS, and Istiqlal won one hundred of the 222 seats in the direct elections, the minister of Interior allegedly stepped in to reverse this success. In the indirect elections the opposition parties and their associated unions won only twenty-two of 111 seats, leading them to call 'foul.'33

Although the king offered the opposition a limited role in the government, he would not allow them to mobilize in the streets.34 In February 1994 the CDT called for a general strike, but the UGTM, the UMT, and the opposition parties were unwilling to agree. A UGTM leader explained: "we could smell trouble in the air." The prolonged economic crisis raised levels of frustration. Combined with Ramadan fasting, they feared a general strike would become uncontrollable.35 The king also announced that a general strike would be illegal.36 If the CDT persisted in mobilizing, the penalties would be high. Within twenty-four hours of the deadline, the CDT delayed the strike. Consequently, the king responded publicly and directly to the
Islamists’ agendas to be worse than the current system and worried about Islamists’ increasing strength. Thus, they declined to promote popular unrest, which they feared Islamic elites would harness to demand radical change.

The parties also feared increased repression. Since 1990 the government granted some concessions. The revision of the constitution, public acknowledgment of the union’s demands following the proposed general strike in 1994, the removal of Prime Minister Lamrani, a long-time opponent of the unions, and the resumption of social dialogue were all steps toward negotiation with the legal opposition. However, the palace also made it clear that opposition attempts to press demands through popular mobilization would not be tolerated. Party elites, who remembered the repression of the 1960s and the early 1970s under the current minister of interior, knew that, if they promoted unrest, they would pay a very high price.

The opposition parties were thus squeezed between explosion from the bottom and repression from the top, which narrowed their political space and made them less willing to mobilize for political concessions. Loyalists thus preferred to back down than to escalate conflicts with the palace. As one Moroccan intellectual put it in 1995, “we look at Iraq, Algeria and Iran and know that we are much better off.”

Opposition-Government Interactions in an Undivided Environment: Jordan

Unlike Morocco, Jordan’s political environment was undivided. In this environment opponents should continue to demand reforms until their demands are met, regardless of minor concessions made over the course of the crisis. They are also more likely to form coalitions across ideological divides.

At the beginning of the economic crisis, all opposition was illegal in Jordan. Nevertheless, political opponents used professional associations, informal organizations, and underground parties and publications to demand reform. In 1982, responding to pressure, the king enlarged the number of appointments to the National Consultative Council (NCC). The next year, the minister of interior allowed the formation of an illegal political party, the Democratic Unionist Association. Finally, in 1984 the king reopened parliament, holding by-elections for empty seats in 1985.

However, none of these changes met opponents’ demands. As the economic situation worsened, opponents from secularist and Islamist tendencies as well as Transjordanian and Palestinian origins called for reforms. Most notably, the relationship between Islamists and the king, which was traditionally cooperative, deteriorated by the mid 1980s, largely due to their increased strength. Islamists in Jordan capitalized on the Iranian revolution, the increased economic discontent after 1983, and their access to governmental institutions (particularly the ministries of education and religious endowments) to gain popular support. By 1985 Abdallah Akaylah, a
Muslim Brotherhood (MB) representative, estimated that 10 percent of the population supported the Brotherhood.\textsuperscript{56} The MB was the single strongest, best organized political force in the country.

As Islamists gained strength, they demanded reforms. Many in secondary schools and universities argued that the Jordanian monarchy was not "wholly Islamic" and that legislation should be based upon the principles of Islam. The king responded to the increasing discontent by recalling parliament in January 1984, but he did not compromise on the MB's demands. By 1985 he publicly attacked the Brotherhood.\textsuperscript{57} The mukhabarat then moved against some of the MB's most prominent figures, and the government passed the Law on Sermons and Guidance in Mosques, giving the government the right to censor sermons and ban preachers.\textsuperscript{58}

In part, the rift between the Brotherhood and the palace was due to the king's foreign policies. His engagement with Arafat in the peace process raised considerable opposition, which he hoped to reduce by repressing the MB.\textsuperscript{59} Furthermore, as the economic situation worsened, he turned away from his alliance with Iraq and toward restoring relations with Syria.\textsuperscript{60} Distancing himself from the MB could help, since Syria claimed that Jordan had supported its MB opposition.

Nevertheless, the Islamists in the undivided political environment were not deterred from confronting the king. As the MB gained strength, it became less likely to compromise with the king. Islamists did not fear other groups' joining in the fray but rather used popular discontent to demand political reforms.

The first unrest occurred in 1986 at Yarmouk University. On May 11 students demonstrated for the revocation of increased fees, the Arabization of the university's curriculum, an end to rigid control over students' lives, student representation on university committees, and the release of detained colleagues. Authorities arrested demonstrators, but the protestors grew to nearly 1,500. Students demanded both economic and political reforms. Riot police stormed the campus. Three students were killed, many injured, and nearly 800 arrested. Husayn angrily blamed the Communist party and MB for the unrest, recognizing that the opposition spanned the ideological spectrum and might coalesce.\textsuperscript{61}

Throughout the late 1980s popular dissatisfaction increased, centering on charges of corruption, limited freedom of speech, the underrepresentation of the urban majority in the NCC, and the failure of national legislation to conform to Islam. Although the government allowed demonstrations in support of the intifada and in May 1988 King Husayn relinquished control over the West Bank, tensions mounted. The government reportedly detained dozens of left-wing opponents.\textsuperscript{62} The regime also dissolved the editorial boards of Jordan's major newspapers and replaced them with handpicked members. The editor of al-Ra'i then wrote, on behalf of the regime, that the professional associations had surpassed their role. As the associations boycotted the paper, the government threatened to shut the associations down, and most believed increased repression was inevitable.\textsuperscript{63}

However, the economic crisis forced Jordan to accept IMF-directed adjustment plans. On April 17, 1989, Jordanians, who had seen their average annual per capita income decline 50 percent in the previous six years, awoke to significant price increases on basic goods.\textsuperscript{64} Nearly immediately, rioting started in the south and spread to Amman. The violence escalated into what some opponents have called the "Jordanian intifada," lasting three days and leaving at least seven killed and thirty-four injured.\textsuperscript{65}

Although the parties did not start the rioting, they exploited it to demand reforms.\textsuperscript{66} Underground parties with links to the outlying areas promoted the unrest and pressed their agendas. A broad spectrum of civic organizations issued communiqués demanding reforms: personal freedoms, the lifting of martial law, relegalization of political parties, and the resumption of parliamentary life. They changed the government with nepotism, corruption, and fiscal mismanagement and called for the resignation of Prime Minister Zayd al-Rifai.\textsuperscript{67}

King Husayn recognized the significance of the unrest and returned from the U.S. The Palestinians, often considered the king's greatest political threat, had refrained from rioting. The violence occurred in the king's traditional stronghold, among the Transjordanians in the south, demonstrating the level of discontent and the limitations of a system based upon the cooptation of tribal elites. Furthermore, after the riots Jordanians of both East Bank and Palestinian origins voiced similar demands. As a senior government official explained, "the real issue was a popular rejection of a whole government system that does not allow for the minimum required level for political expression of participation."\textsuperscript{68} Another argued: "the barrier of fear [had] collapsed. People [were] much more aware of their power to make change. They [were] saying, 'enough is enough.'"\textsuperscript{69}

The king announced reform. He changed the government, called the first general elections since 1964, granted political prisoners amnesty, allowed reasonable criticism in the press, and, although martial law remained in effect, allowed political parties to reorganize publicly.\textsuperscript{70} The palace and the opposition also negotiated over the rules of formal political participation. By June 1991 the National Charter (al-Mithaq al-Watani) was ratified at a conference of 2,000 leading Jordanians. As in Morocco, legal political parties in Jordan agreed to accept the legitimacy of the monarchy and also to operate without foreign funding or influence.

Political liberalization resulted from economic decline and increased popular discontent that strengthened the opposition.\textsuperscript{71} In response to economic difficulties, Palestinians and Transjordanians demanded reform. In a formally undivided political environment all groups were excluded from the system and thus expected to gain from the confrontation. Thus, as the crisis came to a head in 1989, Islamists and secularists, Transjordanians and Palestinians, all demanded reform.

The changes after 1989 were dramatic, but they did not represent a loss in the king's control. As one observer noted:
Although press freedom increased, newspapers remained subject to close censorship.73 Similarly, the courts remained under the palace’s control, with little incentive to challenge the government.74 King Husayn changed the political rules but not the distribution of power.75

More important, Husayn maintained an undivided political environment.76 Moderates, such as Ibrahim ‘Izzidine, argued for this strategy. “You cannot deny people the right to organize as they wish. The best thing is to give every group the chance to operate publicly. If you try to suppress any opinion or trend, you will have problems such as we have witnessed in many parts of the world.”77 Islamist and secular parties, as well as those connected to Transjordanian and Palestinian origins, entered the formal political system.

Although liberalization initially reduced opposition challenges, its demands increased over time. Opposition elites expected that the government would become more accountable and that corruption would decline. This expectation seemed warranted. The king decided to remain neutral during the Gulf War, rather than side with his Saudi and U.S. sponsors, and elites stated that democracy was necessary for economic reform.

However, the expectations went unfulfilled. In part, Husayn sought peace with the Israelis, hoping to rejoin the international community and ease his economic problems. An active, influential opposition could be a stumbling block to a peace agreement, and thus the palace took early measures to check the Islamists. The king appointed only one Islamist, Ishaq Farhan, to the forty-member senate, leaving it dominated by Transjordanian loyalists.78 Furthermore, Mudar Badran offered the Muslim Brotherhood only one seat in his first cabinet, which it rejected. Although the palace subsequently allowed the Brotherhood to enter the government as tensions before the Gulf War mounted, it dismissed the government soon after the Gulf War, in June 1991.79 Throughout 1991 and 1992 the ministry of interior banned large public meetings held by the Islamists, and in the Political Parties Law of 1992 the government officially barred political parties (broadly interpreted to include the Muslim Brotherhood) from using schools and religious institutions for political activities. Finally, while it accepted the election results, the palace downplayed the strength of the Muslim Brotherhood, noting that only 25 percent of voters and only 10 percent of the 1.6 million eligible voters cast ballots for Islamic fundamentalists.80

A more significant reversal in liberalization took place after the signing of the Oslo Agreement in 1993. King Husayn saw the agreement as removing the major obstacle to forging a separate Jordanian-Israeli peace agreement. Consequently, he tightened control over policymaking. Revisions in the electoral law issued on August 13, 1993, just months before the November 1993 elections, disadvantaged leftist and Islamic opponents.81 In addition, the palace limited the roles of both parliament and the cabinet, most notably failing to inform either of the details of the Washington agreement of July 1994 and the Peace Treaty of October 1994 prior to their signing.82

Nevertheless, the treaty exacerbated political tensions. Armed with increased popular discontent over the peace accords and a deteriorating economy and united in a common demand for political power, a broad political coalition formed to oppose Husayn’s policies. By early 1995, Islamists and leftists formed an Anti-Normalization Committee, directing their attacks at the king’s most fundamental policies and threatening his legitimacy. These attacks not only made the continuation of the peace process more difficult but demanded that the king go beyond the relatively easy political changes that had already been made.83 They demanded significant concessions: more freedoms and a larger policymaking role.

The palace responded with repression. Continued criticism of the peace treaty was disruptive and unacceptable, and those willing to step across these lines would be punished. In November 1995 Prime Minister Zayd Bin Shakir warned that “any denial of [Jordan’s] achievements is tantamount to treason” and took steps to tighten the Press Law to “safeguard a ‘responsible’ press.”84 One month later King Husayn repeated that he was prepared for “a show-down with the opponents of his policies towards Israel and in the region generally.”85 In part, he was reacting angrily to Jordanian opposition to the peace treaty, which only intensified after Jordanians watched King Husayn and Queen Noor grieve the assassination of Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin.86 Yet, even when the peace treaty became a fait accompli, the escalation continued.

In an undivided political environment during a prolonged economic crisis, the opposition remained united. In 1996 the economic situation deteriorated. The government announced that it would once again lower bread subsidies, raising prices by 300 percent. Despite King Husayn’s personal appeal on July 12 to Jordanians to support the government’s decision, opposition escalated. On July 21 activists broke into the parliament on the first day of the extraordinary session. Parliamentary opposition members from the left to the Islamists spoke strongly against the price increases. Petitioners presented 30,000 signatures, including forty-one members of parliament, asking the government not to increase prices, and the parliamentary opposition warned that the government could face a no confidence vote.87 Yet on August 16 the government raised bread prices while King Husayn closed the parliamentary session. Widespread public rioting shook Jordan for a second time in less than a decade, and the palace responded by calling in army units and imposing a curfew.88

The palace clamped down. Ignoring the opposition, it sponsored the 1997 Press and Publication Law, providing more restrictions on publications and more severe
penalties for infractions. It also refused to engage in serious dialogue with the opposition about revising the 1993 Electoral Law. As a result, ten opposition parties boycotted the upcoming elections. Turnout nationally was a low 54.5 per cent and in urban areas, where political parties were strong, as low as 20 per cent. Once again, the opposition coalition spanned ideological tendencies and the Palestinian-Transjordanian divide and was willing to pressure the king.

As popular support for Husayn reached a nadir, the opposition called for public demonstrations in support of Iraq. The government banned the demonstrations, in marked contrast to the 1991 Gulf War. The opposition risked crossing the line by mobilizing the demonstrations despite the prohibition. On February 13, 1998, over 2,000 opponents protested after Friday prayers at a mosque in Amman. The following week demonstrators marched in the typically loyalist southern town of Ma’an, ending in a three day confrontation that left one killed and the town under curfew.

Nevertheless, the opposition remained united. By June 13, 1998, its members, now including the nine political parties, the Muslim Brotherhood, the lawyers syndicate, and eleven prominent individuals, came together formally to form the Conference for National Reform. Despite continued threats of repression, it held its first national congress on July 25, 1998.

The importance of this broad coalition should not be understated. There is little love lost among the opposition groups. Secularist-Islamist tensions are high, and the Palestinian-Transjordanian divide is deep. Indeed, in 1989 some Islamists accused a prominent female secularist candidate, Toujan Faysal, of "apostasy," declaring her incompetent, dissolving her marriage, and promising immunity to anyone who would "shed her blood." Furthermore, even after King Husayn’s relinquishment of the West Bank alleviated tensions, there were important differences between Transjordanian and Palestinian views. Finally, power struggles between the coalition partners constantly threatened to tear them apart. Yet the coalition continued to challenge the king.

In the undivided political environment such spiraling conflict between the king and the opposition is expected. As the economic situation deteriorates, the probability that the opposition can succeed in mobilizing unrest increases. Because no political opponents will be disadvantaged in an exploited conflict, they are willing to coalesce to press their demands. The king’s only hope of controlling the situation is to coopt greater portions of the political field, while increasing the costs of mobilization through greater repression. Not surprisingly, by 1998 most activists and observers agreed that the system had returned nearly full circle to the dark year of 1988.

Yet, while opposition groups feared the king’s retribution, they did not fear each other. Indeed, repression only united them further. Political pluralism and a joint struggle to obtain it can benefit all. As MB leader Khalil al-Shubaki explained with regard to the Brotherhood's cooperation with leftist parties: "It is coordination over a common cause. It does not mean that we recognize the legitimacy of their thoughts. We believe in political pluralism as long as it is within the general Islamic framework. What we want for ourselves, we want it for others too."

Conclusion

The dynamics of political unrest during periods of economic crisis should vary systematically, depending on political environment. In an undivided environment political demands increase as popular discontent increases. During prolonged economic crises political opponents become more likely to demand political change. Their coalitions also widen as the crises continue. In a divided environment loyalists become less likely to press for political change. During prolonged economic crises excluded political contenders expand their popular support. This opposition becomes increasingly threatening to both the government and the loyalist opposition, and it nearly paralyzes the latter. Loyalist elites, fearing that radical forces may exploit political instability to press their own demands, become unwilling to mobilize the masses against incumbents.

It is thus theoretically rewarding to extend the analysis of government-opposition relations to include the way incumbents structure relations between competing opposition groups. The influence of political environments is not limited to monarchies. For instance, in Egypt the divided environment under Mubarak has helped keep the loyalist opposition in check, particularly in the early to mid 1990s. Similarly, in Iran the Shah’s decision to eliminate competing opposition parties in the mid 1970s removed the last vestiges of legitimacy from the party system. In the resulting undivided system, a broad coalition of opposition forces united to overthrow the shah.

Despite the importance of political environments, many questions remain unanswered. The most difficult is why incumbents promote certain institutional arrangements. Why do they admit a wider or narrower portion of political constituencies to the formal system? It is much more difficult to explain why than to examine how these institutions affect political behavior. Second, how well do incumbents in these institutional arrangements withstand severe political challenges? When does a degree of political liberalization limit opponents' demands, and when does it provide fuel for greater mobilization? Preliminary research suggests that a weak security system, in which opposition groups can exploit some political unrest, may help reduce opposition in the divided but not in the undivided environment. To understand fully the prospects for political reform in authoritarian states, it is necessary to explain more fully how incumbents promote and preserve different relations among their political opponents.
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